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The Lost Fleet: Dauntless 2006-06-27 the first novel in the new york
times bestselling lost fleet series the alliance has been fighting the
syndics for a century and losing badly now its fleet is crippled and
stranded in enemy territory their only hope is a man who s emerged
from a century long hibernation to find he has been heroically
idealized beyond belief captain john black jack geary s exploits are
known to every schoolchild revered for his heroic last stand in the
early days of the war he was presumed dead but a century later geary
miraculously returns and reluctantly takes command of the alliance
fleet as it faces annihilation by the syndics appalled by the hero
worship around him geary is nevertheless a man who will do his duty
and he knows that bringing the stolen syndic hypernet key safely home
is the alliance s one chance to win the war but to do that geary will
have to live up to the impossibly heroic black jack legend
The Lost Fleet: Fearless 2007-01-30 captain john black jack geary
tries a desperate gamble to lead the alliance fleet home through enemy
occupied space in this novel in the thrilling lost fleet series geary
is convinced that the syndics are planning to ambush the fleet and
finish it off once and for all realizing the fleet s best and only
chance is to do the unexpected geary takes the offensive and orders
the fleet to the sancere system there a multitude of possible routes
home give the alliance fleet a better chance of avoiding their
pursuers and an attack on the sancere shipbuilding facilities could
decimate the syndic war effort weary from endless combat the officers
and crew of the alliance fleet can t see the sense in charging deeper
into enemy territory prompting a mutiny that divides them and leaving
geary with the odds higher against him than ever before
The Lost Fleet: Valiant 2008-06-24 legendary war hero captain black
jack geary fights to stay ahead of his enemies in the fourth novel in
jack campbell s new york times bestselling military science fiction
series deep within syndicate world space the alliance fleet continues
its dangerous journey home under the command of captain john black
jack geary revived after a century spent in suspended animation geary
s victories over the enemy have earned both the respect and the envy
of his fellow officers geary has made many risky decisions as
commander of the alliance fleet but ordering them back to the lakota
star system where the syndics nearly destroyed them has his officers
questioning his sanity it s a desperate gamble that may buy the fleet
just enough time to prepare for the syndics inevitable return even as
he struggles to give the fleet a fighting chance at survival geary
faces dissent from within an unknown number of officers want a change
of command but geary knows that the alliance fleet must stand together
or else the syndic forces will tear them apart
The Lost Fleet: Courageous 2007-12-18 the lost fleet continues its
perilous journey home badly damaged and low on supplies the alliance
fleet is raiding syndic mines for raw materials and captain black jack
geary hopes they can continue to remain one step ahead of their
enemies but the syndics are the least of geary s worries when he
learns of the existence of aliens with the power to annihilate the
human race
The Lost Fleet: Victorious 2010-04-27 the lost fleet relentless found
its way onto the new york times bestseller list now victorious leads
the charge again and black jack geary is in command as war continues
to rage between the alliance and syndicate worlds captain black jack
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geary is promoted to admiral even though the ruling council fears he
may stage a military coup his new rank gives him the authority to
negotiate with the syndics who have suffered tremendous losses and may
finally be willing to end the war but an even greater alien threat
lurks on the far side of the syndic occupied space
The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009-04-28 captain john black jack geary
races to save a group of alliance pows from certain death in this
gripping novel in new york times bestselling author jack campbell s
lost fleet series alliance prisoners of war are being held at a labor
camp in the heradao star system which also happens to be the location
of the majority of the surviving syndic warships determined not to
leave any of his people behind black jack geary orders the fleet to
strike hard and fast to rescue the pows with minimal alliance losses
the raid is successful but victory is short lived geary discovers that
the syndics plan to ambush the fleet with their powerful reserve
flotilla in an attempt to annihilate it once and for all but he doesn
t know where the enemy is located and as geary has the fleet jump from
one star system to the next hoping to avoid the inevitable
confrontation saboteurs contribute to the chaos
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Steadfast 2015-04-28 new york
times bestselling author jack campbell continues his series of fast
paced adventure sfrevu as the lost fleet beyond the frontier continues
admiral john black jack geary and the crew of dauntless have safely
escorted important alien representatives to earth but before they can
depart for home two of geary s key lieutenants vanish the search for
his missing men leads geary on a far flung chase ultimately ending at
the one spot in space from which all humans have been banned the moon
europa any ship that lands there must stay or be destroyed leaving
geary to face the most profound moral dilemma of his life to make
matters worse strains on the alliance are growing as the syndics
continue to meddle geary is ordered to take a small force to the
border of syndic space but what he finds there is a danger much
greater than anyone expected a mysterious threat that could finally
force the alliance to its knees
The Lost Fleet: Corsair (complete collection) 2018-03-21 jack campbell
s lost fleet universe comes to comics the century long war between two
space empires the alliance and the syndics has ended but captain
michael geary nephew of the legendary alliance commander john black
jack geary believed mia is still a prisoner together with former enemy
destina aragon desperate to escape to reach of a tyrannical government
can he help her rebellion succeed live up to the legend coloring his
family name or will he die trying grievances must be put aside as a
daring intergalactic jail break becomes a battle for survival against
the odds in this gripping new comic series written by new york times
best selling military science fiction author jack campbell based on
his novel series bringing his celebrated book series to life in
amazing visual fashion jack campbell delivers a sci fi masterpiece
pastrami nation fast paced with fast dialogue and visceral action sci
fi pulse titan comics has found itself a novel franchise that can be
turned into comics in what appears to be a seamless transition reading
with a flight ring p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px
calibri p p2 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px calibri min
height 14 0px
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Guardian 2013-05-07 admiral geary
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s first fleet of the alliance has survived the journey deep into
unexplored interstellar space a voyage that led to the discovery of
new alien species including a new enemy and a possible ally now geary
s mission is to ensure the safety of the midway star system which has
revolted against the syndicate worlds empire an empire that is on the
brink of collapse to complicate matters further geary also needs to
return safely to alliance space not only with representatives of the
dancers an alien species but also with invincible a captured warship
that could possibly be the most valuable object in human history
despite the peace treaty that geary must adhere to at all costs the
syndicate worlds regime threatens to make the fleet s journey back
grueling and perilous and even if geary escorts invincible and the
dancers representatives home unharmed the syndics attempts to spread
dissent and political unrest may have already sown the seeds of the
alliance s destruction
The Lost Fleet: Corsair #5 2018-01-10 it a battle in space and on two
worlds when the tigres and the alliance marines attack a prison camp
to rescue their lost comrades and get past a syndic fleet on kane the
syndic attack brings terror and misery will michael geary s alliance
with destina aragon hold and give the beleagured world some small hope
of rescue
The Lost Fleet 2011 admiral john black jack geary embarks on a brand
new mission to defend the alliance from itself in new york times
bestselling author jack campbell s latest action packed novel two
syndicate worlds star systems have fallen prey to a mysterious fleet
of warships a fleet controlled entirely by artificial intelligence
that is now targeting alliance space the warships are no mystery to
admiral john black jack geary they were developed by his government to
ensure security but malfunctioned if the syndics learn the truth the
war with the alliance will resume with a vengeance as the government
attempts to conceal the existence of the ai warships and its role in
their creation geary pursues them treading a fine line between mutiny
and obedience but it soon becomes clear that his fleet is no match for
the firepower of the machine piloted armada with the help of the
dancer species of aliens geary has tracked the ai ships to their
secret base in the supposedly mythical unity alternate star system
where his fleet the last hope for the alliance s future will end the
conflict at any cost
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Leviathan 2016-04-26 admiral john
black jack geary fears the greatest threat to humanity may be itself
in this gripping continuation of the new york times bestselling series
as far from explored space as any human has ever been geary and the
alliance fleet are on their own protecting a diplomatic mission in
territory belonging to an alien species with still unknown motives his
already complex and dangerous mission is further imperiled by deadly
challenges from other human factions seeking to harm or exploit the
aliens when another alien species whose technology is far more
advanced than humanity s arrives the stakes are raised to the highest
possible level only the most serious danger comes from an unexpected
source presented with orders to carry out actions he believes not only
are mistaken but would be contrary to the ideals of the alliance geary
has to decide whether he must invoke the power that his long revered
name holds even though this might endanger his entire fleet tear apart
the alliance and destroy everything he has fought for
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Implacable 2023-07-04 the stellar spin off to the new york times
bestselling the lost fleet series continues as the syndicate s civil
war threatens to spread even farther into the final frontier president
gwen iceni and general artur drakon have successfully liberated the
midway star system but the dictatorial former rulers of the syndicate
worlds won t surrender the region without a fight outnumbered and led
by junior officers hastily promoted in the wake of the uprising midway
s warships are no match for the fleet massing and preparing to strike
but the syndicate isn t the only threat facing iceni and drakon
another former ceo has taken control of the ulindi star system the
first calculated move toward establishing his own little empire with
drakon s ground forces dispatched to ulindi midway erupts in violence
as syndicate agents and other unknown enemies stoke a renewed revolt
against iceni s power leaving both her and drakon vulnerable to
trusted officers just waiting for an opportune moment to betray them
The Lost Stars: Imperfect Sword 2015-09-29 following a successful coup
the leaders of the rebel midway star system are struggling to forge a
government free enough to please its citizens yet strong enough to
secure power but in a world where former rulers have become new foes
an alien threat to humanity may turn old adversaries into allies
despite their mutual mistrust general artur drakon partnered with
president gwen iceni to overthrow the authority of the syndicate
worlds before the syndicate could order their deaths now with the
enigma fleet endangering their hard won independence they have no
choice but to join forces once more but before confronting the alien
advance drakon and iceni must face hidden dangers closer to home all
too human threats that could jeopardize midway s freedom and their own
lives an exciting new spin off series from the bestselling author of
the lost fleet praise for jack campbell s the lost stars series the
military battle sequences are very well done with the land based
action adding a new dimension sf crowsnest entertaining and thought
provoking sff world
Perilous Shield 2012-10-11 the lost fleet s narrative recounts
williams s remarkable career including a daring escape from the
confederate cruiser alabama and a daring rescue and salvage of lost
ships off alaska s coast book jacket
The Lost Fleet 2007-07-24 admiral john black jack geary may have saved
the alliance only to destroy it in this thrilling and eagerly awaited
continuation of the new york times bestselling series now in paperback
geary believed in the alliance even when he uncovered overwhelming
evidence that the highest echelons of the government and fleet command
were involved in secret programs and prison camps he believed it was
worth saving and that his duty was to see that justice was served even
though some factions feared that revealing the truth would cause the
alliance to crumble but after narrowly surviving an assassination
attempt when he brings evidence of the misdeeds to the capital star
system geary realizes that some have decided the easiest way to make
the alliance s problems disappear is to get rid of him he finds
himself ordered to undertake a perilous new assignment outside the
reaches of human occupied space while the senate clashes over the
evidence geary s warships must escort a diplomatic and scientific
mission across the dangerous disintegrating remnants of the syndicate
worlds empire but even if he can make it to midway star system the
gateway to alien controlled space geary will face former syndic
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officials who have rebelled and regard the alliance with deep
suspicion and that will be the easy part
Boundless 2022-06-07 new york times bestselling author jack campbell s
action packed lost fleet series has propelled readers from deep space
to the very edge of their seats now admiral john black jack geary
embarks on a thrilling new adventure to defend the alliance and
safeguard the future geary and the crew of the dauntless have managed
to safely escort important alien representatives to earth but before
they can make tracks for home two of geary s key lieutenants vanish
the search for his missing men leads geary on a far flung chase
ultimately ending at the one spot in space from which all humans have
been banned the moon europa any ship that lands there must stay or be
destroyed leaving geary to face the most profound moral dilemma of his
life to make matters worse strains on the alliance are growing as the
syndics continue to meddle geary is ordered to take a small force to
the border of syndic space but what he finds there is a danger much
greater than anyone expected a mysterious threat that could finally
force the alliance to its knees as geary spearheads a desperate battle
to protect the alliance against a shrewd and powerful enemy he s left
with just one question who are they
Steadfast 2014 jack campbell returns to the world of the new york
times bestselling lost fleet novels with an action packed military
science fiction series that explores the founding of the alliance and
the men and women who fought to create it earth is no longer the
center of the universe after the invention of the faster than light
jump drive humanity is rapidly establishing new colonies but the vast
distances of space mean that the old order of protection and
interstellar law offered by earth has ceased to exist when a nearby
world attacks the new colony of glenlyon turns to robert geary a young
former junior fleet officer and mele darcy a onetime enlisted marine
with nothing but improvised weapons and a few volunteers geary and
darcy must face down warships and armored soldiers or die trying as
battles rage and pirates take an increasing toll throughout the
colonies the only hope for lasting peace lies with carmen ochoa a red
from the anarchic world of mars and lochan nakamura a failed
politician they have a plan to lay the groundwork for mutual defense
that could someday grow into an alliance but if their efforts don t
succeed the growing power of aggressor worlds could turn regions of
space founded on freedom into battlefields between the first
interstellar empires
Vanguard 2018-03-27 the new york times bestselling author of the lost
fleet returns to the strong saga of a rebellion against a totalitarian
regime and the determination of two people to create a better future
in the farthest reaches of the colonized galaxy the syndicate worlds
continue to splinter as more star systems pledge allegiance to
president gwen iceni general artur drakon and the new government they
re establishing at midway but the toxic legacy of syndicate rule
continues to undermine their efforts as the rebels encounter
difficulty trusting one another and believing their new leaders
promises of freedom from tyranny before iceni and drakon can put their
house in order they must deal with an even greater threat an enigma
warship has appeared and vanished near a syndic colony if the aliens
are capable of jumping into other human occupied star systems then
billions of people could be vulnerable to a hostile invasion fleet
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anywhere they choose to strike but an even greater vulnerability lies
with iceni and drakon as a once trusted adviser turned saboteur plans
revenge genre go round reviews
The Lost Stars: Shattered Spear 2016-05-03 black jack geary has
ordered his fleet back to the lakota star system where the syndics
nearly destroyed them a desperate gamble that may give them a fighting
chance of survival or tear them apart
Valiant 2011 a nominee for the 2022 dragon award for best military
science fiction or fantasy admiral john black jack geary must battle
dangers both within and without the alliance in this exciting
continuation of the new york times bestselling series geary knows that
some political factions in the alliance were just trying to get rid of
him when he was assigned to escort a diplomatic and scientific mission
to the far reaches of humanity s expansion into the galaxy and beyond
but he views his mission as both a duty and an opportunity to make
things better wherever he can and when a crippled rift federation ship
tumbles out of jump space geary leaps into action but the survivors
story isn t completely adding up as geary investigates he soon finds
himself fending off spies and assassins while leading the fleet as it
fights its way across space controlled by the mysterious and hostile
aliens whom humans call enigmas challenges arrive at every turn
including an unknown alien species that invites the fleet to visit one
of their star systems with little information to go on geary must
weigh the benefits of potential new allies against the possibility of
a trap the fate of the fleet and perhaps even the future of humanity
will depend on him making the right decision if he can stay alive long
enough to do that
Resolute 2023-06-06 admiral geary s first fleet of the alliance has
survived the journey deep into unexplored interstellar space a voyage
that led to the discovery of new alien species including a new enemy
and a possible ally
Lost Fleet 2013-05 the alliance has been fighting the syndic for a
century and losing badly now its fleet is crippled and stranded in
enemy territory their only hope is captain john black jack geary a man
who has emerged from a century long hibernation to find himself
heroically idealized beyond belief
The Lost Fleet 2011-01-01 the new york times bestselling author of the
lost fleet returns to the strong saga of a rebellion against a
totalitarian regime and the determination of two people to create a
better future in the farthest reaches of the colonized galaxy the
syndicate worlds continue to splinter as more star systems pledge
allegiance to president gwen iceni general artur drakon and the new
government they re establishing at midway but the toxic legacy of
syndicate rule continues to undermine their efforts as the rebels
encounter difficulty trusting one another and believing their new
leaders promises of freedom from tyranny before iceni and drakon can
put their house in order they must deal with an even greater threat an
enigma warship has appeared and vanished near a syndic colony if the
aliens are capable of jumping into other human occupied star systems
then billions of people could be vulnerable to a hostile invasion
fleet anywhere they choose to strike but an even greater vulnerability
lies with iceni and drakon as a once trusted adviser turned saboteur
plans revenge genre go round reviews
The Lost Stars: Shattered Spear 2016-05-03 captain john black jack
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geary races to save a group of alliance pows from certain death in
this gripping novel in new york times bestselling author jack campbell
s lost fleet series alliance prisoners of war are being held at a
labor camp in the heradao star system which also happens to be the
location of the majority of the surviving syndic warships determined
not to leave any of his people behind black jack geary orders the
fleet to strike hard and fast to rescue the pows with minimal alliance
losses the raid is successful but victory is short lived geary
discovers that the syndics plan to ambush the fleet with their
powerful reserve flotilla in an attempt to annihilate it once and for
all but he doesn t know where the enemy is located and as geary has
the fleet jump from one star system to the next hoping to avoid the
inevitable confrontation saboteurs contribute to the chaos
The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009-04-28 the lost fleet relentless found
its way onto the new york times bestseller list now victorious leads
the charge again and black jack geary is in command as war continues
to rage between the alliance and syndicate worlds captain black jack
geary is promoted to admiral even though the ruling council fears he
may stage a military coup his new rank gives him the authority to
negotiate with the syndics who have suffered tremendous losses and may
finally be willing to end the war but an even greater alien threat
lurks on the far side of the syndic occupied space
The Lost Fleet: Victorious 2010-04-27 the lavishly illustrated
companion volume to a discovery channel special discusses the dramatic
battle of the nile an epic confrontation between napoleon s fleet and
british admiral nelson a conflict that devastated the entire french
navy tv tie in
Napoleon's Lost Fleet 1999 one of the best military science fiction
series on the market monsters and critics the lost fleet delivers
thrilling combat on a grand space opera scale now admiral john black
jack geary embarks on a brand new mission to defend the alliance from
itself in new york times bestselling author jack campbell s latest
action packed novel two syndicate world star systems have fallen prey
to a mysterious fleet of warships a fleet controlled entirely by
artificial intelligence that is now targeting alliance space the
warships are no mystery to geary they were developed by his government
to ensure security but malfunctioned if the syndics learn the truth
the war with the alliance will resume with a vengeance as the
government attempts to conceal the existence of the a i warships and
its role in their creation geary pursues them treading a fine line
between mutiny and obedience but it soon becomes clear that his fleet
is no match for the firepower of the machine piloted armada with the
help of the dancer species of aliens geary has tracked the a i ships
to their secret base in the supposedly mythical unity alternate star
system where his fleet the last hope of the alliance s future will end
the conflict at any cost
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Leviathan 2015-05-05 new york
times bestselling author jack campbell continues his series of fast
paced adventure sfrevu as the lost fleet beyond the frontier continues
admiral john black jack geary and the crew of dauntless have safely
escorted important alien representatives to earth but before they can
depart for home two of geary s key lieutenants vanish the search for
his missing men leads geary on a far flung chase ultimately ending at
the one spot in space from which all humans have been banned the moon
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europa any ship that lands there must stay or be destroyed leaving
geary to face the most profound moral dilemma of his life to make
matters worse strains on the alliance are growing as the syndics
continue to meddle geary is ordered to take a small force to the
border of syndic space but what he finds there is a danger much
greater than anyone expected a mysterious threat that could finally
force the alliance to its knees
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Steadfast 2014-05-06 in the
origins of the lost fleet of the mongol empire randall sasaki provides
a starting point for understanding the technology of the failed mongol
invasion of japan in 1281 ce as well as the history of shipbuilding in
east asia he has created a timber category database analyzed methods
of joinery and studied contemporary approaches to shipbuilding in
order to ascertain the origins and types of vessels that composed the
mongol fleet although no conclusive statements can be made regarding
the origins of the vessels it appears that historical documents and
archaeological evidence correspond well to each other and that many of
the remains analyzed were from smaller vessels built in china s
yangtze river valley large v shaped cargo ships and the korean vessels
probably represent a small portion of the timbers raised at the
takashima shipwreck site
The Origins of the Lost Fleet of the Mongol Empire 2015-02-03 p p1
margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px calibri jack campbell the
author behind the lost fleet novels is now bringing his best selling
sci fi series to comics the lost fleet corsair features all the
engaging character elements that have helped make the lost fleet
novels such an incredible success but this time the series epic space
battles are brought to stunning life thanks to incredible visuals from
andrew siregar sevara complimented by color work by sebastian cheng
orphan black the x files imprisoned by the syndics michael geary s one
chance lies in destina aragon determined commander of a regiment of
hardened soldiers now caught up in a wide scale rebellion within
syndic space seeking to escape both their prison and syndic space will
geary and aragon join forces to get home or will the hatreds stirred
by a decades old war kill them both
The Lost Fleet: Corsair #1 2017-06-07 admiral john black jack geary
fears the greatest threat to humanity may be itself in this gripping
continuation of the new york times bestselling series as far from
explored space as any human has ever been geary and the alliance fleet
are on their own protecting a diplomatic mission in territory
belonging to an alien species with still unknown motives his already
complex and dangerous mission is further imperiled by deadly
challenges from other human factions seeking to harm or exploit the
aliens when another alien species whose technology is far more
advanced than humanity s arrives the stakes are raised to the highest
possible level only the most serious danger comes from an unexpected
source when presented with orders to carry out actions he believes not
only are mistaken but would be contrary to the ideals of the alliance
geary has to finally decide whether he must invoke the power that his
long revered name holds all the while knowing that this might endanger
his entire fleet tear apart the alliance and destroy everything he has
fought for
The Lost Fleet: Outlands - Implacable 2023-07-24 p p1 margin 0 0px 0
0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px calibri p p2 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0
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0px font 12 0px calibri min height 14 0px guest starring john black
jack geary appearing in comics for the first time captain michael
geary faces rebellion from alliance marines just as his newly captured
ship the corsair is about to be attacked by a deadly syndic force can
he convince his men to keep the peace with the rebel tigres and fight
a one sided battle that could see them all obliterated meanwhile on
the planet kane another rebel force faces off against a massive syndic
invasion force out to retake the planet
The Lost Fleet: Corsair #3 2017-08-09 the new york times bestselling
series continues as admiral black jack geary returns to unity to save
the alliance this time from itself the master of military science
fiction returns admiral john black jack geary carries evidence of
crimes which could destroy the alliance he has fought so hard to save
now his battle weary fleet returns to unity the seat of the alliance
government but instead of a hero s welcome he faces assassination
attempts and political threats his arrival ignites a furious senate
trial and geary must use all his guile to ensure the guilty are
brought to justice without himself becoming judge and jury all the
while forces lurk in the shadows poised to strike at any moment unsure
of who he can trust geary is sent on a dangerous mission to lead his
fleet through the shattered syndicate worlds and beyond to alien
controlled space as the alliance faces the failures of its past black
jack must confront its legacy distrust and rebellion
The Lost Fleet: Outlands - Boundless 2021-06-23 admiral john black
jack geary was revived from cryogenic sleep to lead the alliance
against the syndicate worlds but his superiors question his loyalty to
the regime now in command of the first fleet he is tasked with
exploring the frontier beyond syndic space a mission he fears
deliberately puts the fleet and himself in harm s way an encounter
with the alien enigmas confirms geary s fears attacked without warning
he orders the fleet to jump star systems only to enter the crosshairs
of another hostile alien armada ignoring the first fleet s peaceful
communications this species sends its ships into battle while it
guards the exiting jump point with a fortress of incalculable power
now geary must find a way to reach the jump point without massive
casualties even though the enigmas could be waiting on the other side
Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Invincible 2012-05-01 following a
successful coup against the tyrannical syndicate the leaders of the
rebel midway star system work to forge a government free enough to
please its citizens yet strong enough to secure power but in a world
where former rulers have become new foes an alien threat to humanity
may turn old adversaries into uncertain allies president gwen iceni
believes midway is their only defense against the enigmas syndicate
training taught her self preservation in a crisis yet she s determined
to fight for the star system s fate even if it means joining forces
with another former syndicate ceo and an officer of the hated alliance
despite general artur drakon s misgivings he partnered with iceni to
overthrow syndic forces now with an enigma fleet menacing their hard
earned independence he can ill afford to trust her or lose her support
but in the back of his mind there are three words that describe
someone who confides in a syndicate ceo stupid betrayed dead
The Lost Stars: Perilous Shield 2014-09-30 in the new york times
bestselling lost fleet series author jack campbell has taken readers
and captain black jack geary on a fast paced journey of conquest
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across vast reaches of space now in the three novellas contained in
swords and saddles first in a series of short fiction collections from
jack campbell readers can explore the entire universe of campbell s
fiction a new author s note accompanies each story begin by entering
the rift answering a distress call from a colonized planet a combat
team finds themselves ambushed they manage to scrabble their way to a
remote research facility in the countryside joining a group of
schoolchildren that have holed up with the researchers three groups
united in fear that their lives will last only as long as they can
avoid discovery by the aliens that have come to their planet when the
aliens do come it becomes clear that despite all the years of research
the humans understanding of the aliens is woefully incomplete swords
and saddles is one of several alternate history stories that jack
campbell has written when lightning strikes captain ulysses benton and
his us cavalry fifth regiment they recover to find an ancient
structure in the desert that they ve never seen before and writing in
a language none of them recognize when the next find themselves
skirmishing with soldiers wearing armor more appropriate to roman
centurions than 1870s kansas it becomes clear that wherever it is they
are it isn t kansas but where are they then and how do they make their
way home the lost fleet isn t the only jack campbell series full of
outer space intrigue failure to obey is a novella in his paul sinclair
series when lieutenant jen shen saves the day after a terrorist attack
on a space station she gets a medal but ivan sharpe a fellow officer
and paul s former master at arms gets a court martial in a classic
court martial scene that rivals the best in american literature paul
has to work behind the scenes to save ivan s military career
Swords and Saddles 2016-06-16 the stellar spin off to the new york
times bestselling the lost fleet series continues as the syndicates
civil war threatens to spread even farther into the final frontier
president gwen iceni and general artur drakon have successfully
liberated the midway star systembut the dictatorial former rulers of
the syndicate worlds wont surrender the region without a fight
outnumbered and led by junior officers hastily promoted in the wake of
the uprising midways warships are no match for the fleet massing and
preparing to strike but the syndicate isnt the only threat facing
iceni and drakon another former ceo has taken control of the ulindi
star system the first calculated move toward establishing his own
little empire with drakons ground forces dispatched to ulindi midway
erupts in violence as syndicate agents and other unknown enemies stoke
a renewed revolt against icenis powerleaving both her and drakon
vulnerable to trusted officers just waiting for an opportune moment to
betray them
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